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QUESTIONS: 

1. Flying the Nest is told from alternating viewpoints. Were there some storylines you 

enjoyed or cared about more than others? If so, what about those characters made 

their story stand out? 

2. This book had a lot to say about loneliness and community. Why do you think the 

author chose to set this story in an assisted living facility?  

3. How do gender norms and stereotypes play into this novel? Discuss. 

4. Research shows that racialized occupational segregation still occurs in 

Canada. https://yfile.news.yorku.ca/2021/01/24/research-highlights-racialization-of-

long-term-care-workers/. This issue is touched on in Lila’s chapter, Precautionary 

Measures. Was this something you were aware of before reading Flying the Nest? In 

what other industries do you still see a division of labour and power along racial lines? 

In a developed country like Canada, why do you think this is still happening?  
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5. How do the experiences of Grant, Felicity, Martin, Herbert and Clara differ from 

what you have been led to expect about aging and sexuality?  

6. Throughout this story, many of the characters wrestle in one way or another with 

what it means to be alone. For some characters, Terrance (Mr. T) plays a significant 

role. What need does the cat fill in this story and in these characters’ lives? Consider 

Rosie, Felicity and Chad.  

7. Clara’s conscious is split between new love and commitment to her marriage. Did 

you sympathize with her internal conflict? What do you think you would do in her 

place? 

Introduction: 

Lonely millennial Chad MacEwan can’t seem to get it together. While his polished 

Uncle Martin sails through his twilight years with a full social calendar, Chad’s weekly 

highpoint is dutifully visiting Martin at the Eldernest Assisted Living Lodge. Maybe his 

uncle’s magnetism and way with the ladies will rub off on him, or perhaps Chad will 

one day gain enough courage to strike up conversation with the woman who works in 

the cafeteria.  

It’s not only Chad who struggles with loneliness and self-doubt; the Eldernest is 

teeming with residents searching for belonging. There’s the animal lover who owes her 

spot at the affluent Eldernest to a government subsidy, and the resident who finds 

himself back in the closet due to the close-minded confines of communal living. Then 

there’s the love triangle with Martin firmly ensconced in the centre position. Or is he 

really?  

As Chad becomes further entangled in the lives of Eldernest residents and staff, each 

person must decide how much to risk in their pursuit of companionship and 

connection. Joy Norstrom’s Flying the Nest is a heartfelt examination of our 



assumptions on aging and sexuality, the strength of family, and the enduring power of 

community.    

About the Author: 

Joy Norstrom is a Canadian writer and social worker residing in Treaty 7 territory. She 

enjoys sharing stories about the human experience, exploring the outdoors with her 

family, and reading late into the night when she should be asleep. 

She has written several works about social issues including the impact of poverty, loss 

and grief on the individual experience. Her upcoming Dixi Books title, Flying the Nest, 

explores the universal need for connection and companionship and will be devoured by 

readers who enjoy quirky characters and insightful stories on relevant societal issues. 

Whether Joy is meeting with friends, advocating for a socially just society, or 

discussing current events and eyeshadow tips with her teenagers, she can generally be 

found in conversation. Why? She believes human connection and laughter keep her 

grounded in a muddled world. 
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Introduction: 

“I resisted, but she drew me back. I stayed away, but she beckoned me. I distanced 
myself, but she haunted me. I even rejected her but she did not abandon me...”  

She Seduced Me is that rare book in which the reader becomes part of a magical 
world in which places, monuments and artists come alive through their stories. In this 
case, however, that world is Rome and the reader becomes a participant in the ebb 
and flow of the city and gains insight into why so many have fallen in love with Rome 
despite its faults. 

This work of nonfiction is divided into chapters in which the reader experiences 
aspects of art, culture, history and the present through the eyes of the writer and of 
the inhabitants of Rome, past and present. 

The journey commences with the reader accompanying the author who, standing in 
front of Michelangelo’s Moses statue, mouth agape, almost hears the artist scream at 
his creation: “Speak!” From this an odyssey of wonder begins: what is the story 
behind the Trevi fountain, behind that rock in the middle of the Roman Forum, behind 
all those priests and nuns everywhere, behind everything one stumbles upon, 
wonders about and takes selfies in front of? The quest is to uncover those stories. 

Author and reader continue to explore the life in the piazzas, experience camaraderie 
with street performers, see history through all the senses, get lost in Rome, observe 



Americans and foreigners, discover unique places to eat, speak with Romans, 
explore the houses of Nero, Augustus and Livia, encounter Caravaggio and chats 
with expats. 

This work is a virtual tour through a magical city that educates and enthralls. 

About the Author: 

Mark Tedesco is a writer and educator residing in California. Having lived in Italy for 

eight years, he enjoys weaving stories connecting the present to the past and 

exploring how deep human longings are expressed in relationships, events, culture 

and history.  

Mark has written in the genres of travel, historical fiction, memoir, self-help and 

childrens’ fiction. His titles include: That Undeniable Longing, I am John I am Paul, 

Lessons and Beliefs, The Dog on the Acropolis and Loving Hoping Believing. Mark’s 

Dixi Books title, She Seduced Me: A Love Affair with Rome, brings to life Mark’s love 

for the magic of a city, in which he weaves history, personal stories and interviews 

into a tale that, little by little, also seduces the reader. 

Besides writing, Mark is an educator and he loves to engage his students in his love 

of history, literature and of each person’s unique story.  In his off time, Mark likes to 

travel but, somehow, he always ends up returning to Rome where, he is convinced, 

other stories are waiting to be uncovered. 


